
The Barbed Wire Garden Tour 
3 acts - 08/03/2014 - 15/03/2014 
 
 
Swordplay & Pierre the motionless (USA/FR) 
Dora Dorovitch Records (FR) 
 
On stage: Isaac Lyons Ramsey (MC) & Pierre De Brouw er (Beatmaker) 
 
The music of Swordplay & Pierre the Motionless combines aggressive vocal 
deliveries with the sombre architecture of a beat-maker flirting between jazz and folk. 
Still living under the umbrella of underground hip-hop, this unique creature bends 
genres, crosses borders and takes no prisoners. 
 
Add these two guys' past and get more than 100 shows over 4 different continents 
and collaborations with top class hip-hop artists such as Astronautalis, Ceschi, 
Bleubird… 
 
“In a parallel universe where Anticon rappers from the turn of the century became the 
hallmark for following generations of Hip-Hop, Swordplay & Pierre the Motionless’ 
Tap Water would have already gone gold, perhaps even platinum.” 
Rhizome Project (USA) 
 
“Tap Water is one of the huge successes of this year and no Alt Rap fan should miss 
this, unless they want to be exposed to the risk of being eaten up by remorse” 
Dead Magazine (DE) 
 
doradorovitch.bandcamp.com/album/tap-water 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FS630q3KEc 
 
 
 
Geste (FR) 
Equinox Records (DE) / Fin de Siècle (FR) 
 
On stage: François Charles Domergue (Beatmaker) 
 
Signed first to the almighty Equinox Records (Berlin, GER) as a man-machines 
project since 2008, Geste plays highly energetic electronic music that grabs you by 
the hair and makes you spin in all directions. Besides the official remixes for artists 
such as Kraddy, Mondkopf, Jose Gonzalez, Fever Ray, A band of Buriers, Square 
Signal, Turnsteak, Geste has always been looking for new directions in between 
electronic fields and noisy rock atmospheres. Trying to describe his music will, at 
most times, leave you short of words... 
After numerous shows on machines, Geste has also turned into a mesmerizing 
electric live trio since 2011 with the kind support of Fin de SieÌcle (Paris label). But 
please be sure that no matter what : Geste on #machines will play hard and deep. 
 
“electronic music for all head bangers” 
Goon, Germany 



 
“exuberant terror flair” that “is almost making one weep for joy…” 
De-Bug 
 
gestemusic.bandcamp.com 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50lEbFZ_mPk 
 
 
 
We Are Disco Doom Revenge (FR) 
Kaometry (DE) 
 
On stage : Cisco Esteves (Laptop / electric bass) /  Cédric Sauvestre (MPC) 
 
Digital, analog, and human, here are the three bases of We Are Disco Doom Reveng, 
that Cisco likes to present as an "Electro hip-hop shoegaze" project. 
 
Cisco has been part of the international indie music scene since 1999 on huge labels 
like Lithium Records. He has been the bass player of the very successful french band 
Experience (f.k.a Diabologum), he then founded the alternative hip-hop band Binary 
Audio Misfits with the Word Association collective from Texas (2008). He also co-
founded the webzine / fanzine Radio Clarknova and the label Dora Dorovitch 
Records. 
 
“This first EP is a very nice introduction in 7 points, simple, accurate, and neat.” 
 Zick addict 
 
“This music is an interesting combination to create a style that wasn't the norm.” 
Crayonbeats, USA 
 
http:// store.kaometry.com/album/connect-the-machine-to-the-lips 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmvfueoWLbk 
 
 


